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Technical Installation Checklist for  
Syclonetm Amalgam Separator

Step 1:

Step 4:

Step 6:

Step 2:

Step 5:

Step 3:

Step 7:

Locate the vacuum pump and 
map out plan for installation

a. Check that vacuum is turned off

b.  Syclone system should be 
installed with the outlet higher 
than the vacuum inlet by at 
least 4-6 inches

Secure the Syclone Amalgam 
Separator top chamber

a.  Bottom fittings should be secured 
to the mounting bracket with 
provided screws and washers

Install replacement canister

a.  Push into top chamber and 
insert provided retaining pins

Unpack the Syclone Amalgam 
Separator box and check that all 
components are present

Attach top chamber to pipes

a.  Measure where to cut piping 
and make the cut

b.  Install coupling to inlet and 
add adaptors and additional 
piping as necessary

c.  Ensure that all joints are  
tightened or glued

d.  Repeat steps a-c for amalgam 
separator outlet

Install the blue mounting bracket 

a.  Ensure that the bracket is level 
and mark pilot holes’ locations

b.  If stud is available, use screws 
to secure bracket to stud

c.  If no stud is present, use wall 
anchors and appropriate screws 
to secure bracket to wall

Check system

a.  Turn on vacuum and run water 
through the system, checking 
for leaks

b.  Write installation date and next 
change due date on canister

  Stud finder

  Level

   Heavy-duty wall anchors

  Screws

  Drill

  Phillips screwdriver

  Slotted screwdriver

  Measuring tape

  Pipe cutter

    Adapters and additional 
pipe (as necessary)

    All items from the Syclone 
Amalgam Separator box

It is recommended to 
keep these tools within 
arm’s reach during the 
installation:

Please read all instructions  
in the Syclone Installation  
and Operating Guide prior 
to installation.
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